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Inside Courtyard



Sweet Dreams  

Remarkably spacious rooms that can 
sleep up to a maximum of 6 people. 
Sizes range from 18sqmt to 110sqmt. Most 
of the rooms have an extraordinary view 
over Piazza Navona, St Peter’s Basilica, The 
Pantheon or the rooftops of Rome and the 
rest are overlooking the peaceful inside 
courtyard

They come with original frescoes, air
conditioning, mminibar, flat-screen TVs and
complimentary WIFI

You can sleep under the frescoes in what used
to be the residence of a Pope, enjoy an
unmatched view over the rooftops of Rome
and really feel like a most privileged person in
an astounding location.





Details



Terrazza Restaurant
In the incomparable setting  Terrace 
Restaurant with its sprawling views on Piazza 
Navona and Rome’s rooftops, with the sound 
of the church bells ringing and the unique flavors 
of the Italian cuisine that inebriate your palate, 
you will feel as if you are living a dream 
suspended in time.



Cuisine
The success of our simple yet sought after cuisine, is based on
the genuineness of seasonal local ingredients which, in a
seemingly effortless manner, blend and result in perfectly
balanced elegant dishes.

The flavors fill the mouth and tantalize the most demanding
appetites whilst stimulating the mind. The quality of the raw
ingredients is of fundamental importance and when united to
masterful hands, guarantees special results. The Roman
vegetables, the hand drawn pasta, the truly Mediterranean fish
and the concept of territory are very strong features of our
cuisine and when merged to our chef’s experience, the
promise of a memorable meal can only but be fulfilled!



La Grande Bellezza Rooftop Bar

To sip the perfect cocktail on the most breathtaking terrace in 
Rome with a 360° birds eye view on the eternal city, is a 
luxurious experience that can be lived only at the Palazzo. 

This exclusive rooftop terrace perched above the eternal city is 
the kind of place where you can commence your evening with 
an aperitif and find yourself still there well into the night, 
sinking into soft white pillows, sipping exceptional drinks 
shaken by premium bartenders to the sound of soft music 
whilst enjoying freshly prepared light seasonal food. It is open 
during the warm season generally from April to November 



Banqueting Capacities

Terrazza 
4° floor overlooking Piazza Navona

44 mq / 144 ft

Set up: Pre-existent - 40 seated dinner - 60 
standing reception

Terrazza La Bellezza
6° floor with a 360° view of Rome

92 mq / 301 ft

Set up: Pre-existent - 100 people standing 
reception

Sala X
4° floor overlooking Piazza Navona

51 mq / 168 ft

Set up: 30 theatre style - 30 seated dinner
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